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A still very tight labor market; tentative wage growth moderation
■

The US economy added 428k jobs in April, a robust pace of hiring. It leaves payrolls 1.2mn below their pre-pandemic level
from February 2020, but at the current pace this gap would be made up in just three months’ time. Job gains in April were
broad-based across industries.

■

The unemployment rate was unchanged at 3.6%, well below the rate that the Fed thinks is consistent with price stability
(4%). The unemployment rate is computed using the household survey, while payrolls are computed from a different survey
called the establishment survey. We note this difference because the household survey measure of employment fell 353k (in
contrast to payroll employment rising 428k) and the reason why the unemployment rate didn’t rise in April is because labor
force participation declined by 363k. Now, we wouldn’t put much weight on the fall in household employment, because it
came after an outsized rise in the prior month and tends to be volatile, as well as being computed from a smaller sample
than the payroll measure of employment. But what we do put weight on is the fall in participation, which is a disappointment,
after six consecutive months of improvement. The lack of people actively participating in the labor force (-537k from prepandemic levels) is exacerbating the shortage of workers, which is contributing to wage pressure. The U6 measure of
underemployment (a broader measure of labor underutilization than unemployment alone) rose, driven by a rise in
marginally attached workers, who are not in the labor force because they didn’t actively seek a job but would like a job. It
seems likely that the fall in participation is just a blip, perhaps caused by the survey week coinciding with Good Friday, and
we expect to see a rebound in May.

■

Average hourly earnings (AHE) rose 0.3% mom (3.8% annualized), down from an upward-revised 0.5% mom in March.
Looking through the monthly volatility, there are tentative signs that pay growth is moderating. The annualized growth rate of
AHE over the last three months is 3.7%, down from 5.5% in the 12-month period before this. Taken at face value, average
earnings growth of around 4% would be consistent with the 2% inflation target, assuming trend labor productivity growth of
around 2%. One caveat here is that average hourly earnings are influenced by so-called selection effects (for example, if
below-average pay sectors see larger increases in employment it would lower the average wage), but recently payroll gains
have been broad-based, so this is unlikely to be the main explanation for the easing. Rather, we think the prior several
months of improvement in labor force participation has eased labor shortages somewhat, easing wage pressures, but time
will tell.

■

The April employment report will likely do nothing to change the hawkishness of the Fed, but equally it’s unlikely to add to
the hawkish tones, given the AHE news discussed above. As Fed Chair Jerome Powell said in the FOMC press conference
earlier this week, he does not currently see any tension between the Fed’s dual objectives for price stability and maximum
employment, and that’s because the labor market is, in his words, “extremely tight” and “too hot”. By this he means that the
unemployment rate is below the (equilibrium) rate consistent with price stability, and wage growth is growing strongly. In
other words, while high inflation today is mostly driven by external factors (commodity prices, supply bottlenecks), labor
market tightness is contributing to high inflation, and while the Fed would normally look through much of the externally-driven
inflation, it cannot ignore the tight labor market and domestically-generated inflation, particularly at a time when headline
inflation is so high that the tight labor market risks generating a wage-price spiral (or so-called second round effects).
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Chart 1 shows that nonfarm payrolls rose 428k jobs in April, which matched the gain in the prior month. Payrolls in the prior two
months were revised down slightly (by a net 39k).
CHART 1: A ROBUST PACE OF HIRING

US nonfarm payrolls, month-on-month change, thous.
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Chart 2 shows job gains were broad-based in April, led by leisure & hospitality (+78k), education & health +59k, manufacturing
(+55k), transport & warehousing (+52k) and professional services (+41k). Leisure & hospitality payrolls are still 1.4mn below
their pre-pandemic level.
CHART 2: APRIL PAYROLL GAINS WERE BROAD-BASED
April monthly change in payrolls, by industry, thous.
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Chart 3 shows that the ratio of job openings to the number of unemployed is at almost 2 or, in other words, there are two jobs
available for every unemployed person, a record high. Today’s April employment report showed that there are just 5.9mn
people actively seeking and available to work, while in March there were more than 11.5mn job openings.
CHART 3: A VERY TIGHT LABOR MARKET
Ratio of job openings to the number of unemployed
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Chart 4 shows various measures of pay growth. Today’s average hourly earnings release showed a slight decrease in the yearon-year rate to 5.5% from 5.6%.
CHART 4: YEAR-ON-YEAR PAY GROWTH IS ABOUT 5.5%
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